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ABSTRACT 

The impregnated active carbon used in air purification systems degrades over time due to exposure to contamination and 
mechanical effects (packing, settling, flow channeling, etc.). A novel approach is proposed to detect contamination in 
active carbon filters by combining the electromechanical impedance spectroscopy (EMIS) and electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (ECIS). ECIS is currently being used to evaluate active carbon filtration material; however, it 
cannot differentiate the impedance changes due to chemical contamination from those due to mechanical changes. EMIS 
can detect impedance changes due to mechanical changes. For the research work presented in this paper, Piezoelectric 
wafer active sensor (PWAS) was used for the EMIS method. Some remarkable new phenomena were unveiled in the 
detection of carbon filter status. 

1. PWAS EMIS can detect the presence of contaminants, such as water and kerosene in the carbon bed 

2. PWAS EMIS can monitor changes in mechanical pressure that may be associated with carbon bed packing, 
settling and flow channeling 

3. EMIS and ECIS measurements are consistent with each other and complimentary 

A tentative simplified impedance model was created to simulate the PWAS-carbon bed system under increasing 
pressure. Similar impedance change pattern was observed when comparing the simulation results with experimental 
data. 

Keywords: active carbon filter, contamination detection, piezoelectric active sensors, PWAS, electromechanical 
impedance spectroscopy, EMIS, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, ECIS 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
 Impregnated activated carbon is used as filter media in individual and collective protection systems. The high-
surface area activated carbon possesses excellent adsorption capacity for physically adsorbing chemical warfare gases. 
Although the impregnated activated carbon provides excellent initial protection against vapors and acidic/acid-forming 
gases, the capacity of activated carbon degrades over time from exposure to contaminants, such as chemical agent and 
water condensation. Mechanical integrity defect formation in the carbon filter, such as flow channeling or filter settling, 
can also impair the filtration performance. Hence, methods are sought to detect the degradation of impregnated active 
carbon filters.  

1.2 State of the Art 
Active carbon filter degradation detection and residual life prediction has been studied by many researchers. Hori et al. 
used a semiconductor gas sensor to detect breakthrough of organic vapors1; Bernard et al. patented a method using fiber 
optic chemical sensor for indicating the end of service life of a respirator cartridge2; Rubel, et al. used electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy to detect chemical agent and humidity in impregnated active carbon3. These methods provide 
approaches to detect specific chemical presence or sense chemical concentration in the carbon filters. However, current 
sensing technologies are lacking of the capability of detecting mechanical changes, such as carbon packing, settling flow 
channeling, etc.  
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2. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A novel approach was proposed to detect the contamination level of impregnated active carbon filters by combining the 
electromechanical impedance spectroscopy (EMIS) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (ECIS). The EMIS 
method measures the coupled high-frequency sensor-structure dynamics in structural health monitoring and 
biomechanical research4,5,6. The ECIS method measures the dielectric properties of the media between two electrodes. 
When the carbon filter is contaminated (with chemical agent or water) or integrity defects are formed, its mechanical 
properties (e.g. density, stiffness, etc.) and electrical properties (conductivity, resistance) will change. 

Piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) were used in this approach. PWAS are normally used for the EMIS method. 
Because they have exposed electrodes on both surfaces, they are also used for ECIS method in this approach. The PWAS 
sensor(s) inside the carbon filter will be able to detect the mechanical changes using EMIS method; and the electrical 
changes using ECIS method. Because the ECIS and EMIS approaches are different, the combination of these two 
methods will allow one to differentiate what aspects of filter degradation are monitored better by one method than by the 
other. The PWAS sensor can be configured to sense only mechanical changes, only electrical changes, or to sense both 
mechanical and electrical changes simultaneously. This approach can also differentiate the changes due to mechanical 
and electrochemical change. The two methods are complimentary and can differentiate one type of change from another. 
The goal of this initial project was to build the basic knowledge of the proposed novel approach, and develop the path 
towards developing a relevant sensing method when necessary. 

The major steps for this study covers theoretical model study, experiment design, data analysis, and software 
development. The specific tasks and results are described below: 

1. Experimental setup design 

2. PWAS for water and kerosene detection (experiments and data analysis) 

3. PWAS for pressure detection (experiments and data analysis) 

4. Developing software suite for EMIS-ECIS tests 

5. Developing Matlab toolkit for PWAS-carbon bed impedance modeling  

2.1 Experimental setup design 
The first task for the project was to develop an experimental setup to achieve the following objectives: 

1. Volume of carbon sample can be adjusted 

2. Compaction of carbon sample can be controlled 

3. Humidity and contaminant can be introduced to the carbon sample 

 

Figure 1 A syringe was used as carbon tester; (a) PWAS sensor was soldered with wiring and insert into the syringe tester; 
(b) carbon filter granule was added to cover the PWAS; (c) the applied pressure can be adjusted by using different weight on 
the plunger; (d) an adjustable pipette (WPI Eagle E1000) was used to add water, and (d) water was added to simulate 
contamination in the carbon bed 

(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)
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We designed a test fixture made from medical syringe for this task. A 10ml medical syringe was used as container for 
carbon samples, and PWAS sensors were insert into the carbon bed as shown in Figure 1.  

With the syringe tester, the amount of carbon under testing can be adjusted easily and precisely with the help of the 
marker on the syringe. A set of weights were used in pressure test. The weights were attached to the syringe plunger, by 
changing the weight the applied pressure can be changed, as shown in Figure 1(c). Liquid can be added to the syringe, 
such as water and kerosene for the contamination tests. By using an adjustable pipette (WPI Eagle E1000), we were able 
to control the amount of contaminant added to the carbon bed, shown in Figure 1 (d) and (e). 

2.2 PWAS for water and kerosene detection 
In humidity level detection tests, un-insulated PWAS was embedded into carbon bed, very small amounts (2.5% v/v) of 
water were then incrementally added to the carbon bed; EMIS measurement was taken at each level. Figure 2 (a) shows 
the EMIS signals at different water level. Considering the conductivity of water may influence the impedance 
measurement, we have also tested with kerosene which is non-conductive. Same procedure was taken on kerosene test, 
and the data are plotted in Figure 2 (b). To identify the underlying electrical change due to liquid loading level, PWAS 
admittance was calculated from the impedance data, and plotted in Figure 2 (c) and (d). Admittance is the inverse of the 
impedance. The real part of admittance is the conductance, which measures the conductivity of the material. 

 
Figure 2 EMIS vs. frequency (a) impedance at different humidity (water) levels; (b) impedance at different kerosene levels; 
(c) admittance at different water levels (d) admittance at different kerosene levels 

For data analysis, three different frequencies were taken to quantify the change pattern in impedance data, shown in 
Figure 3 (a). Impedance amplitude at these frequencies was plotted against the water loading level, as shown in Figure 3 
(b). From the plot we have identified that EMIS data kept at low level before it reaches 12.5% water loading level; then 
EMIS data went up almost linearly with the water loading level.  

(b)

(d)(c) 

(a) 
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Figure 3 EMIS signals at selected frequencies show patterns with kerosene and water loading level (a) water test signals at 
500 kHz, 600kHz, and 700 kHz were selected as indicated by dashed lines; (b) amplitude change in response to water 
loading level; (c) kerosene test signals at 550 kHz, 600kHz, and 700 kHz were selected as indicated by dashed lines; (d) 
amplitude change in respond to kerosene loading level 

Same approach was taken on the kerosene test data, and the plots are shown in Figure 3 (c) and (d). It can be seen that 
with kerosene, the threshold of impedance change changed to 5% volume level, and reaches a plateau at 12.5% volume 
level.  

The admittance data plots show similar pattern. For data analysis, two non-resonances frequencies were selected, and the 
admittances were compared at different liquid loading levels, as shown in Figure 4. In water test data plots, Figure 4 (a) 
and (b), the admittance kept at low level at below 12.5% v/v water loading, and then increased almost linearly with the 
water loading level. In kerosene test data plots, Figure 4 (c) and (d), the admittance followed a similar pattern, the 
admittance was low for kerosene loading level below 5%, and increase almost linearly between 5% and 15%, at 
kerosene level about 17.5%, the admittance reaches a plateau and increase slowly. 

We have also done ECIS measurement for the water loading test. As shown in Figure 5(a), the Nyquist plot shows a 
pattern of lowering signals with increased water loading. Figure 5(b) shows the real part of the same group of data 
plotted against frequency indicating that the impedance decreases with increased water level.  

In summary, PWAS embedded in a carbon bed can sense water (or other liquid agent) presence in the carbon bed. In a 
certain range the EMIS impedance and admittance change linearly with water level. The threshold and plateau 
demonstrated PWAS has its sensitivity limit, and saturation levels. These tests demonstrated that PWAS can be used to 
detect the humidity level in the carbon bed through measuring the impedance and admittance.  

 

(c) 

(a) (b)

(d)
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Figure 4 EMIS admittance at selected frequencies show patterns with kerosene and water loading level. (a) water test data at 
500 kHz, and 1000 kHz were selected as indicated by dashed lines; (b) admittance amplitude change in response to water 
loading levels; (c) kerosene test data at 500 kHz and 1000 kHz were selected as indicated by dashed lines; (d) admittance 
amplitude change in respond to kerosene loading levels 

 
Figure 5 ECIS data plot for water level test, (a) Nyquist plot, (b) impedance plot 
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2.3 PWAS for pressure detection 
Two cases were considered in the pressure detection test. In the first case, the PWAS is used without any modification; 
the two electrodes of the PWAS are un-insulated and in direct contact with the carbon granules. In the second case, the 
PWAS was coated with polyurethane, hence insulated from the carbon bed. Because the carbon granules are conductive, 
the EMIS spectra for the un-insulated PWAS are affected by both the mechanical impedance and the conductivity of the 
carbon bed. In comparison, the insulated PWAS are only affected by the mechanical impedance of the carbon bed. 

 
Figure 6 EMIS impedance from un-insulated PWAS sensors under different pressures 

Un-insulated PWAS for pressure detection 
In the pressure test, increasing pressure was applied to the carbon bed in 0.9kPa increment steps; EMIS measurements 
were taken at each step. Some of the experimental data is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the resonance peaks of 
impedance curve were reduced greatly when pressure was increased. Then, at higher pressure, the peaks went below the 
normal impedance level; seem like “negative” peaks. Finally, at 18kPa, the non-peak impedance level increased and got 
flatter, and almost displayed constant level over the observed frequency range.  

 
Figure 7 Tentative model for PWAS-Carbon filter bed interaction: (a) mechanical model, PWAS is supported by a complex 
spring and damper representing the mechanical impedance of the carbon bed; (b) electrical model, the PWAS is a capacitor 
connected in parallel with the pressure variable resistor representing the carbon filter bed 

In order to understand these significant changes, a tentative simplified model was created for the PWAS-carbon bed 
system, as shown in Figure 7. Mechanically, the carbon bed was considered as a complex spring-damper system 
supporting the PWAS7 (Figure 7a). Electrically, the resistance of carbon bed was modeled as a variable resistor. It was 
connected in parallel with the PWAS transducer’s capacitance. When pressure is increased, the spring-damper becomes 
stiffer, and carbon resistance decreases. The model was used with increasing pressure levels.  

Figure 8 shows comparison of experimental data and modeling results for increasing pressure levels. Similar pattern of 
behaviors is observed between experimental data and model.  
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Figure 8 PWAS-Carbon filter bed model simulation: (a) Impedance data at different pressure levels (b) PWAS model 
simulation with a linear changing factor 

From experimental data and analytical modeling, we noticed that at high pressure levels, the dominant component is the 
carbon filter granule resistance. When more pressure is applied, the carbon granules contact resistance will decrease. 
When the pressure goes beyond a certain threshold, the resistance will not increase significantly. Since the PWAS has 
two conductive electrodes, it can sense not only the mechanical change, but also the electrical (conductivity) changes.  

Insulated PWAS for pressure detection 
PWAS were also tested as a pure mechanical change detector. Insulated PWAS were manufactured using polyurethane 
coating and used in a repeated pressure test. The EMIS impedance curves for insulated PWAS are shown in Figure 9. As 
different from the un-insulated PWAS (Figure 6), the insulated PWAS only show minor changes as pressure increased.  
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Figure 9 EMIS impedance of insulated PWAS under different pressure (a) PWAS #0, (b) PWAS #1 

However, when the peak amplitude and frequency are plotted against applied pressure, a clear pattern appears, as shown 
in Figure 10. The peak amplitude decreases and frequency increases with added pressure. This matches our previous 
knowledge about PWAS behavior when the support stiffness changes. 

 
Figure 10 EMIS impedance of insulated PWAS: peak amplitude and frequency change due to increased pressure 

We expect that the un-insulated PWAS will be able to respond to mechanical changes in the carbon bed (packing, 
settling, flow channeling, etc.), or canister integrity. 

  

(b(a) 
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2.4 Developmental software suite for EMIS-ECIS testing  
The testing of EMIS and ECIS methods studied in this project has progressed from simple to complex with an increased 
stringency on the testing condition requirements, such as applied pressure, water loading, and kerosene loading. As a 
result, the data collection, data storage and data analysis have become more and more challenging.  

For example, we have been using multiple PWAS sensors in the water loading test, and each test run has consisted of as 
many as 20 water loading levels; we are planning to repeat this test several times . The resulting data set will consists of 
hundreds of signals. So far, the data has been collected and saved manually as individual files for which the file names 
represent the loading conditions. However, with increased testing cases and load steps, it will become more and more 
difficult to keep track of all the test settings, especially when the tests are done by a group of testers working in parallel.  

Another issue that has become very important is the data analysis. Most analysis work is currently done after the test is 
completed. But, several times, we have found that invalid or corrupted data was collected due to a bad sensor or 
incorrect experiment settings; in this case, we had to do the test again and retake fresh data. At this moment, it has 
become apparent that interactive data review and analysis during the tests will help prevent such mistakes and improve 
the efficiency of the whole testing procedure.  

Therefore, we have started developing of a software to perform on the fly interactive data analysis. We initiated this 
effort earlier in the project, and have been adding functionality as necessary for each test. In some cases, we have 
adapted modules from other data collection programs developed in our LAMSS group, for example the impedance 
measurement function . In the reporting period, we have focused our attention on integrating these separate modules in a 
data collection architecture to create a software suit specifically suited to the PWAS EMIS/ECIS methodology. At this 
stage, the software architecture consists of a data acquisition module and a data analysis module.  

The data acquisition module (Figure 1a) has the following functions: 

1. Control impedance analyzer settings 

2. Save and load experimental setting 

3. Save user annotations for sensor and testing conditions of each test 

4. Save multiple related test data in single data file 

The data analysis module (Figure 1b) has the following functions: 

1. Open files saved by the data acquisition module 

2. Display raw test data 

3. Sort the data set by sensor number and display selected data 

4. Display multiple test data simultaneously and able to scale to show the details of the test data 

5. Calculates commonly used “Damage Index” which measures the change between test data 

6. Replay the data in the order of acquisition to show the data change trend 

A significant part of this software program is finished and the functions listed above are fully tested. We are now 
planning to add a few more functions: 

1. Data organization tools, such as data searching, data importing and exporting 

2. data analysis function, such as define a few frequency of interest and  plot the impedance and/or admittance at 
these frequencies to show the signal trend 
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Figure 11 User inter face of the EMIS-ECIS testing software suite: (a) data acquisition module (b) data analysis module 

More functions can be added to the software suite. The final goal is to develop a software suite that streamline the 
PWAS EMIS-ECIS testing and data analysis process, provide the user a set of tools that helps in collecting, organizing 
and analyzing the experimental data.  A continuous project is sought to allow proper support for the further development 
of this software. 
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2.5 PWAS-carbon bed impedance modeling Matlab toolkit 
The tentative PWAS-carbon bed impedance model we proposed in previous report showed some promising results in 
interpolating the experimental data. Our long term goal is using an analytical model to explain the impedance behavior 
of PWAS-carbon bed during the contamination process. Because the proposed model consists of mechanical and 
electrical parts, the analytical model is not very easy to conclude. The main difficulty is how to adjust the coefficients of 
the electrical and mechanical parameters, to make the model’s impedance behavior matches those of real experimental 
results. 

 
Figure 12 User interface of the PWAS-carbon bed impedance modeling Matlab toolkit. 

Our concept is to use trial-and-error to find proper coefficients in the model. We also want to try with several candidate 
models, and find the best model for PWAS-carbon. 

We have developed a program with GUI under Matlab. With the program, we can adjust the parameters simply by click 
on the up and down arrow, or enter desired value by hand. The program also loads real experimental data to compare 
with the model. Currently, only one model was implemented, but more can be added to the program when necessary. 
The program is still under development. 
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3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have studied PWAS EMIS-ECIS methods for carbon bed contamination detection. Through extensive experiments, 
we have unveiled some remarkable new phenomena of PWAS in detecting carbon filter bed status. In summary, our 
major findings are: 

1. PWAS EMIS can detect the presence of contaminants, such as water and kerosene, in the carbon bed  

2. PWAS EMIS presents different signature for water and kerosene loadings in carbon bed; this demonstrates the 
potential of differentiating in-organic and organic contaminant 

3. PWAS EMIS can monitor pressure and mechanical impedance changes in carbon bed, which may be associated 
with carbon bed packing, settling and flow channeling in carbon filters 

4. Un-insulated PWAS EMIS are affected by both mechanical impedance and carbon bed conductivity changes; 
Insulated PWAS EMIS are only affected by mechanical impedance changes; it is possible to differentiate 
pressure induced conductivity changes from integrity related mechanical impedance changes in the carbon bed 

5. EMIS and ECIS measurements are consistent with each other and complimentary 

6. We believe that PWAS can be used for both EMIS and ECIS sensing 

7. Tentative impedance model for PWAS-carbon bed interaction has shown promising results in simulating the 
EMIS signature 

Invention disclosure has been filed for the findings, and a conceptual design of in-situ degradation detection for active 
carbon filters with PWAS was included in the disclosure8. 
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